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Teisho By Denkyo Kyozan Joshu Roshi 

Mount Baldy Zen Center 

Seventh Day  General Sesshin 

(Fifth Teisho) 

January 30, 1999 

Translator: Giko 

 

from The Rinzai Roku, Chapter XXI 

       translated by  Ruth F. Sasaki 
 “‘Someone asked,  The sutra says, 
  The Buddha of Supreme Penetration and Surpassing Wisdom sat for ten kalpas in 
a place of practice, but the Buddha-dharma did not manifest itself to him, and he did not attain 
the Buddha Way.” 

 
 This, I think, is the third time I’ve given teisho on the part we read today.  But we 

haven’t gone forward even a little bit.  This is such a difficult part that it is almost impossible 

to make any headway.  When I say it is difficult I mean that people don’t understand it.  But 

if it is true “not understanding” that means there is no need to understand.  But the teaching 

of the Enlightened One is that  not understanding, without fail, will become understanding. 

 So until all of you can understand for yourselves what kind of moving forward The 

Buddha of Supreme Penetration and Surpassing Wisdom does, then we won’t be able to move 

forward ourselves. 

 But actually, this part of the Rinzai Roku is saying exactly the same thing that Rinzai has 

been saying over and over again up until now; in other words Rinzai is saying that there is no 

place for The Buddha of Supreme Penetration and Surpassing Wisdom to do his moving 

forward, to do his way of walking in, other than the world of The Buddha of Supreme 

Penetration and Surpassing Wisdom.   

 What Rinzai is singing about, what Rinzai is teaching about here is that to say “The 
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Buddha of Supreme Penetration and Surpassing Wisdom” is to personify the condition of the 

origin which gives birth to everything. 

 And I know this is difficult to understand, but what is being said here is that The Buddha 

of Supreme Penetration and Surpassing Wisdom does an activity of moving forward, and 

forward, and further forward, and there is no Buddha of Supreme Penetration and Surpassing 

Wisdom other than this activity.   

 And another way to understand what Rinzai is saying here is that there is no world other 

than this activity of moving forward.   

 Because you do the activity of advancing the world of advancing is manifest, and when 

you do the activity of retreating the world of retreating is manifest.  There is no world other 

than your activity.  But because you do both of these activities of marching forward and 

retreating backwards then we can say that within what we call your world there are two 

distinct worlds. 

 And in the case of advancing it is because there is a world to receive that activity of 

advancing, to let that activity in, that the activity of advancing becomes possible.  If there 

were no world to receive the activity of advancing then advancing could not take place. 

 In other words when you give your self, because there is another person to take you in, 

to receive you, to let you in, that is why you are able to give your self.   

 And we can also explain it in a way, and say that to give yourself is what we mean when 

we say the activity of living.  And so it is the dying activity which completes the living activity, 

which receives the living activity.   

 Buddhism says that the perfect, complete condition is the manifestation of zero.  And 

the activity of zero is the condition in which it is no longer necessary to do either living or dying.  

That is the complete condition.   

 And when Buddhism personifies this complete state it calls it the manifestation of true 

love.  And the condition of true love is a condition which cannot be compared to anything.  It 

is a condition in which thought is no longer necessary.  There is absolutely no thinking in true 

love.  If there had been thinking about living or dying, then those thoughts of living and dying 
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have completely disappeared, and the state of no-thinking is manifest.  This state we also call 

the manifestation of One True Nature.   

 And if we ask if when true love, when One True Nature is manifest whether that 

condition can just, “hmmppph,” stay there, sit there, without changing, we have to answer 

clearly that it cannot fixate itself.  And this condition of true love, this condition of One True 

Nature, this condition in which living and dying have totally unified, this condition of the activity 

of zero is also called samadhi.  And that state of samadhi is never fixated.  It can never simply 

remain the way it is eternally. 

 Without fail samadhi will break open, and when it does again the activities of living and 

dying will do their opposite activities.  

 And Zen practice is the kind of investigation which in order to make it easier to practice 

names these activities in various ways, such as the tatha-gata, thus-going activity being the 

plus, male forming activity, and the tatha-agata, thus-coming, minus activity being the female 

forming activity.  And especially here at Mount Baldy I try to make it really simple and just say 

that living is the plus activity, and dying is the minus activity.  In China, when Buddhism came 

to China, they used words to make it easy for them to do their investigation, and they used the 

words positive and negative.  And they also used to the words light and shadow: the plus 

activity being the positive, light activity, and the minus activity being the negative, shadow 

activity.   

 But it is the position of Rinzai to very strongly emphasize the fact that plus and minus 

are acting simultaneously.  They are both simultaneously giving and receiving.  It is very 

important to remember that giving and receiving are happening simultaneously. 

 For example we have the plus-man and the minus- woman, and they are facing each 

other, and in between them is a giant saw, and they are both holding the saw above a big, fat 

log.  And it is because when the plus activity does the activity of giving the minus activity does 

the activity of taking that giving in, that the log can be cut in two.  When plus does the activity 

of giving then minus does the activity of taking that giving in, of receiving that giving, and 

sometimes we call the activity of minus in this case the activity of stealing the plus activity.  
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Either way of speaking is okay.  But anyway, when that activity of plus giving and minus taking 

that giving in is over, then the activity reverses, and minus does the activity of giving, and plus 

does the activity of receiving.   

 So, within this activity there is no attached kind of thinking such as the male activity 

thinking, “I am a man.  I do the activity of giving, but I never do the activity of taking in, or 

stealing,  or embracing.”  There is no such thing as that kind of attached thinking within this 

activity.  If you think that because you are a man you cannot do the minus activity that is 

mistaken thinking.  That kind of mistaken thinking arises from being attached to being a man.   

 And in the same way, if the minus activity were to think, “I’m the minus activity, so I can 

do minus, I can do the activity of woman, I can do the activity of embracing plus, but I can’t do 

the plus activity,” if that kind of thinking were to happen it would only happen because minus is 

attached to being minus. 

 So getting back to this metaphor of the man and the woman cutting the big fat log the 

reason why after the man finishes doing his activity of giving he can turn around and do the 

female, minus activity, is because he is not attached to himself.  He does that activity of, (and 

this word is gonna make it sound stupid in English because it is very hard tot translate), he does 

the activity of “bakeru 化ける” to incarnate, or to disguise himself as a woman.  And because 

the selves here do not fixate themselves, but both selves are able to incarnate themselves and 

disguise themselves as each other; the you are able to disguise yourself as the other person.  

And the other person is able to disguise him or her self as you, there is no attachment.   

 So when we talk about the perfect complete self, and we call it the manifestation of the 

activity of zero, or the manifestation of true love, we must at the same time remember that 

there are times when this zero activity is manifest through the plus activity taking the lead, and 

there are other times when the same zero is manifest through the minus activity taking the 

lead. 

 So in the case of The Buddha of Supreme Penetration and Surpassing Wisdom, as I said 

before, he is advancing forward, and forward, and further forward, but when he does this 

activity of manifesting one new self after the next, he is being helped in a more passive, 
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following way by the minus activity.  And because the minus activity is also acting he can 

complete his activity. 

 It isn’t possible to manifest the truth through only the plus activity.  The condition of 

One True Nature will not be manifest through only using the plus activity.  And similarly the 

manifestation of true love will not occur through only the plus activity.  It is only because the 

plus activity is supported by the minus activity that true love is manifest.   

 When One True Nature, or true love, or the manifestation of the true Buddha nature is 

manifest, it is manifest when plus and minus completely unify. 

 And over the past two teishos I have been talking about the idea of a kalpa.  When we 

talk about kalpas what we are really talking about is the activity of time; what is it?  And so it 

is the position of Buddhism to say that the origin of our selves and the origin of a kalpa are the 

same.   

 In other words just as  I always ask, what kind of activity is being done when the “I am” 

self is manifest.  

  We are getting to the end of the Rinzai Roku and so I am not sure if I am going to have 

a chance to talk about this again, so please listen carefully. 

 As one temporary, expedient way, at least, to personify the condition of One True 

Nature, or true love Rinzai says, The Buddha of Supreme Penetration and Surpassing Wisdom.   

 Of course manifesting true love is when plus and minus totally become one: there is no 

need to say anything.  And of course The Buddha of Supreme Penetration and Surpassing 

Wisdom is the same, it is manifest through the complete oneness of plus and minus.  It is the 

condition of the origin of everything, it is the original Buddha who births everything.   

 The state of the origin being manifest by The Buddha of Supreme Penetration and 

Surpassing Wisdom is also the state of samadhi.  That is true love.  Nobody can see this 

condition.  Because this condition of The Buddha of Supreme Penetration and Surpassing 

Wisdom is a condition in which the thinking self has completely melted into, and so there is no 

thinking self there, there is no self to see there.  It is simply the pure activities of plus and 

minus acting.  That is why it is so important to be able to experience for yourself this 
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experience of no-thinking, in other words this experience in which thinking is not necessary.  

When you manifest the condition of the origin that is no-thinking. 

 When we talk about samadhi or true love it is the condition which has as its very 

content both of the activities of plus and minus.  So The Buddha of Supreme Penetration and 

Surpassing Wisdom is the very being which is the content of true love, it is the Buddha of the 

origin, the Buddha of true love.   

 And in Buddhism we also call The Buddha of Supreme Penetration and Surpassing 

Wisdom the dharmakaya. 

 When we say the word dharmakaya the part dharma part of the word means the 

Dharma activity in which plus and minus are repetitively, alternately facing and unifying over 

and over.  When living and dying totally unify that is the dharmakaya.  But that state of the 

dharmakaya is not a fixated state.  Within the state of the dharmakaya unification is not all 

that happens, facing or contrasting also happens.  But the moment they face again they unify. 

 And that activity of facing and unifying with each other over and over again without any 

thought, without any will is the true activity, is the manifestation of true love.  All we thinking 

selves are completely melted in to this activity of true love. 

 And that activity of One True Nature, or true love, or samadhi, or the activity of zero 

itself, that activity also is not fixated, and without fail a different activity, different than simply 

facing or contrasting, an activity that we call mutually separating from each other occurs. 

 I always talk about this activity of separating, but when you come to sanzen it seems 

clear to me that you are all not clear about what separation means, and so that is why I have to 

talk about it over and over again.  It is a very difficult thing, actually, so it is necessary to stand 

up and practice this activity of separation in a simple way over and over and over again in order 

to come to understand it. 

 But when the two activities of plus and minus or living and dying separate from each 

other it isn’t as if they separate unconditionally, it isn’t as if they separate just whenever, 

without reason.  In Buddhism, as I said, the great universe is the manifestation of true love, 

and this is called the activity of zero.  And that activity of the great cosmos which is doing zero 
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is also called the activity of ku, the activity of emptiness, the absolute activity.  If cannot truly 

realize for yourself that true love, the manifesting One True Nature is the activity of emptiness, 

then no matter how many years you have done zazen it has all been no good.    

 So when we personify the activity of zero, the activity of emptiness, we call it the 

activity of true love.   

 To take a little side track, off the subject here, Buddhism does say that not only human 

beings, but animals, and birds, and mosquitoes, and everything is manifesting true love.  

When true love is manifest that means the total Dharma activity is being manifest, and not just 

human beings do that.  Maybe there are some religions that say it is only human beings that 

can manifest true love, but not Buddhism.  Buddhism says that even a mosquito, even a 

flower, even any plant will, inevitably manifest true love.  If you really do zazen deeply then 

that will be obvious to you.   

 So getting back to what I was saying before, according to Buddhism, when living and 

dying, when plus and minus separate from each other, in between them is manifest what we 

call in Buddhism kukan 空間.  Kukan, what is usually translated as space, is incomplete 

activity of emptiness.  The great cosmos is the activity of emptiness.  The activity of 

emptiness is manifesting itself as the great cosmos.  When separation then in between living 

and dying, plus and minus, the imperfect activity of emptiness, the incomplete activity of space 

is created.  Although usually I don’t like the word created, maybe it is okay here, and we can 

also simply say this imperfect emptiness is manifest in between plus and minus. 

 Imperfect space is manifest because plus gives one billionth of himself, and minus also 

gives one billionth of her self, and having received those infinitesimal amounts of plus and 

minus simultaneously kukan is manifest.  We can also say that the pure activity of plus is plus 

five, and the pure activity of minus is minus five.  And as I said before when those plus and 

minus activities unify that is zero, that is true love.  And that state of zero is a state which 

there is only one of.  It is a one and only, singular, unique state, and so we also call it the state 

of one.   That one is zero.  This is the kind of one which is neither plus one nor minus one, 

neither positive nor negative.   
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 And when that one separates, in other words when plus and minus separate from each 

other, then in between them kukan is manifest.  And when we really look carefully at kukan 

we see that it is manifest through receiving equal amounts of 0.0001 of both plus and minus, 

and therefore manifests itself as the imperfect cosmos, the imperfect activity of emptiness.  

 So this thing that we have that we call a self has as the basis of its manifestation, has as 

its very body, this activity of imperfect emptiness.  We have as our bodies, as the basis of our 

“I am” selves kukan, imperfect emptiness, space.   

 And when the “I am” self is manifest then on the outside and on the inside of that “I 

am” self the imperfect activities of minus and plus are also, simultaneously, manifest.  Minus 

has become 4.9999 of minus, and is appearing on the outside of the self, and embracing the self 

from the outside.  And in this case plus is standing up on the inside, and he has as his content 

plus 4.9999, and is embracing the self from the inside. 

 But this principle is something that in order to understand it you have to truly 

contemplate it in your zazen.   

 But when we talk about an existence which has been manifest, it is never the case that 

existence has all of plus and minus as its content when it is first manifest.  In order for the self 

to manifest the perfect, complete self it must make all of plus and minus its content, and when 

that occurs then it is manifesting itself as the dharmakaya, manifesting itself as The Buddha of 

Supreme Penetration and Surpassing Wisdom. 

 So here we have the birth of the imperfect self, and on the other side we have the 

manifestation of the perfect self, the manifestation of The Buddha of Supreme Penetration and 

Surpassing Wisdom, but how much time was used up, how much time did it take for that 

imperfect self, from the time it was first born, to become that perfect self.  This is the problem 

being presented here. 

 When we human beings live together as a loving couple it is inevitable that a child will 

be born from that love.  That is the true way of being of a person.  But these days it looks 

from my point of view as if people, even though they are in a coupled relationship, struggle, 

and put a lot of effort into not having children, because they dislike the idea of having children. 
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 So what is this thing of not having children?  What does this really mean?  I will talk 

more later about people who do not have children, but, anyway, complete love is always being 

manifest, so a perfect, complete child is always being manifest, and that is what it means for a 

child to not be born.  Buddhism gives this explanation.  Always true love is being manifest, so 

even in separation, even when there is division, the one and only world is manifest.  Even in 

separation the perfect world is manifest.  In unification, of course, also, the perfect world is 

manifest.  And so it is simply thought that a child is not born, it isn’t really that a child isn’t 

born, it is that the perfect, complete child is being given birth to.  This is how Buddhism 

interprets it.   

 And we can also teach in the opposite way, and say that in certain cases a couple may 

want to have a child, and in this case the couple should think that they must manifest imperfect 

love.  If both the husband and wife manifest imperfect love, then a child will be born.  When 

I was at Jemez one time there was a doctor there, and his wife asked me, “Why is it that 

although I have been married for ten years I cannot have a child.”  And I told them, “It is 

because you love each other too much.  It is because you get along too well that you cannot 

have a child.”  I said, “Try getting a little more jealous.  If you could just muster some 

jealousy then a child will be born.”  And then a child was born to them.  The wife was 

overjoyed, and said, “It is all because I did zazen.”  But it didn’t have anything to do with doing 

zazen, I don’t think.  It was because they made a big effort to get pregnant that they ended up 

actually getting pregnant.  Buddhism says that if you are too harmonious, if you are getting 

along too well, then a child won’t be born.  In other words you have to thoroughly do the 

activity of the love of separation, you have to understand what it means to love in separateness 

in order for a child to be born. 

 Anyway, the child is born, and that child does an activity of innumerably, countlessly 

manifesting new selves, one after another.  And each time it manifests a new self it makes 

living and dying its content.   

 And then in the case where the plus activity is taking the lead being helped by the minus 

activity, without fail a condition will be manifest where plus has totally made minus his content, 
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and minus also has totally made plus her content, and zero is manifest.   

 And that is when for the first time plus is able to manifest the condition of not needing 

to do plus anymore.  This is the manifestation of the condition of no longer needing to do 

living. 

 But the bell rang so I should stop already. 

 When not needing to do living anymore is manifest then plus can rest. 

 And when plus rests then minus can wake up, and minus takes the lead.  And then plus 

has to wake up too, and do the activity of following minus. 

 And in the Lotus Sutra when it describes this condition of the activity of living not 

needing to do living anymore it says it takes ten kalpas to reach that point.   

 So, living doesn’t need to be done anymore, but actually living has to wake up 

immediately and do the activity of following the activity of dying.  And this activity of minus 

taking the lead being followed by plus is the activity of repeating the condition of true love 

which is manifest here.  It is very busy.  And That is why Rinzai says, and actually Rinzai is just 

taking up something that was already said in the Lotus Sutra, that’s why he says that the 

Buddha-dharma, the activity of the Dharma which is true enlightenment, was not manifest.  

This is the good thing.  It is better for the Buddha-dharma not to be manifest.  If the 

Buddha-dharma is manifest that is when we suffer.  That is when we have to suffer through 

being tied up by Buddha, or tied up by God.   

 So I should stop because the bell rang, but it is really difficult it seems to get to the end 

of talking about this part.  But let’s stop here for today. 

 

終 

the end 


